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SUMMARY

Campylobacter jejuni is a leading cause of human bacterial gastroenteritis throughout the

industrialized world. We investigated whether or not differences in gene complement at the

lipooligosaccharide (LOS) biosynthesis locus can identify epidemiologically useful binary

genomotypes in 87 C. jejuni isolates from poultry-associated multilocus sequence types (STs)

collected during the course of a sentinel surveillance study. Using a PCR-based approach, we

correlated assignment of both isolate LOS locus class and binary genomotype with ST. We found

that isolates within STs 45, 190, 354 and 474 displayed mosaicism in gene complement at the

intra-ST level. For example, based upon their binary genomotypes, we assigned individual ST-45

isolates from human clinical cases as probably originating from either a poultry or wild-bird

source. However, intra-ST mosaicism in gene complement was observed alongside broader

patterns of congruence in LOS locus class and gene complement that distinguished between

isolates from different STs.

Key words: Campylobacter, epidemiology, foodborne zoonoses, public health microbiology,

zoonoses.

INTRODUCTION

Campylobacter jejuni is a leading cause of human

bacterial gastroenteritis throughout the industrial-

ized world. In New Zealand, the campylobacteriosis

national notification rate was >300 people/100 000

population for the 5 years preceding 2008, with peaks

within areas covered by individual district health

boards of >500 people/100 000 population [1, 2]. The

year 2008 saw a significant decrease in the notification

rate coincident with interventions within the poultry

industry [3, 4]. C. jejuni is also associated with the

development of post-infection complications such

as reactive arthritis and Guillain–Barré syndrome

(GBS), GBS being the most frequent cause of general

paralysis since the near-worldwide eradication of

poliomyelitis [5, 6] and being observed in about

two people per 100 000 population in New Zealand

each year [7]. Structural mimicry between sialylated

C. jejuni lipooligosaccharide (LOS) and human

gangliosides is thought to be one of the causes of

GBS whereby LOS induces the production of auto-

antibodies against the structurally related ganglio-

sides [5, 6]. In addition to the involvement of LOS in

GBS, LOS is also implicated in virulence, including

invasion of epithelial cells [8, 9]. Furthermore, the

LOS biosynthesis locus is one of several genomic
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hotspots identified for variation in gene complement

between Campylobacter spp. and between C. jejuni

strains [10–19].

Molecular epidemiological investigations of

C. jejuni have utilized a range of DNA sequence-

based methods to characterize isolates including:

PCR–RFLP based upon flaA (flagellin gene), pulsed-

field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), amplified fragment

length polymorphism (AFLP), and multilocus se-

quence typing (MLST) based upon sequencing

400–500 bp regions within seven housekeeping genes

(loci) [20, 21]. MLST has some significant advantages,

such as inter-laboratory reproducibility and port-

ability of results, which has permitted establishment

of the internationally accessible PubMLST database.

MLST is particularly effective when applied to longi-

tudinal studies of population structure. Furthermore,

recent studies performed in England, New Zealand,

and Scotland have shown that comparison between

the sequence types (STs) assigned to human clinical

isolates and the STs assigned to environmental and

animal isolates allows MLST to be used to assign

human isolates to source populations on a probabil-

istic basis [22–27]. Indeed, many of the most promi-

nent multilocus STs, such as STs 42, 45, 48, 61 and

354, isolated from human clinical cases and from

animal samples in New Zealand are also among

the most commonly observed in other countries

[22, 24, 28]. However, some STs that are prominent

in New Zealand are comparatively rare elsewhere

including, in particular, ST-474, the most common

single ST associated with human clinical campylo-

bacteriosis in New Zealand [22, 24, 28]. For example,

a sentinel surveillance study conducted from 2005 to

2008 in the Manawatu District of the lower North

Island of New Zealand applied source attribution

modelling methods to attribute some 70–80% of

human campylobacteriosis cases to a poultry source

[22–24]. Moreover, within that study, STs such as

ST-474, ST-354 and ST-45 were classified as poultry-

associated, and STs such as ST-190 were classified as

both ruminant- and poultry-associated [22–24], and

these four STs form the primary focus of the current

study.

While recent application of source attribution

models to MLST data has facilitated the assignment

of human isolates to source populations on a prob-

abilistic basis, application of MLST may be limiting

in situations where more detailed population struc-

ture is required, as might be the case when seeking to

identify the specific source of an outbreak. In such

cases MLST can be supplemented by the analysis of

additional, more variable sequences such as the flaA

and flaB short variable regions (flaA SVR; flaB SVR)

and porA [29]. While application of MLST and ex-

tended MLST methodologies are beginning to inform

us about the relative contributions of different trans-

mission routes through animal food chains, identifi-

cation of specific sources remains problematic.

Binary genomotyping describes the use of exper-

imental approaches to type isolates on the basis

of their comparative gene complement. A number of

different approaches have been used to derive binary

genomotypes for C. jejuni isolates : genomic DNA

hybridization to microarrays for genome-wide analy-

sis of gene complement; gene-targeted PCR-based

screens; or combinations of both approaches [10, 17,

30–32]. Similar approaches have been applied to other

bacterial species such as Streptococcus pneumoniae

[33] and Escherichia coli [34]. In the current study we

adopted a PCR-based approach to binary genomo-

typing, assessing LOS gene complement by scoring

the full complement of 42 LOS genes/open reading

frames (orfs) described by Parker et al. [17] as either

PCR-positive or PCR-negative. We applied this

method to isolates from important poultry-associated

STs identified in human clinical campylobacteriosis

cases during the course of a sentinel surveillance study

conducted from 2005 to 2008 in the Manawatu

District of the lower North Island of New Zealand

[22–24]. We sought to determine: if C. jejuni isolates

indistinguishable on the basis of MLST can be dis-

tinguished on the basis of variation in their LOS gene

complement; and, if so, whether the observed differ-

ences in binary genomotypes convey epidemiologi-

cally useful information.

METHODS

C. jejuni isolate selection, culture, DNA preparation,

and MLST

This study focused on 87 isolates collected primarily

during the course of a sentinel surveillance study

conducted from 2005 to 2008 in the Manawatu

District of the lower North Island of New Zealand

[22–24]. The present study focused primarily on iso-

lates from four prominent poultry-associated STs

identified in that study: 35 isolates from ST-474;

12 isolates from ST-354; 17 isolates from ST-45,

which is also associated with wild birds; 12 isolates

from ST-190, a member of the internationally
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important clonal complex (CC) 21, that is responsible

for a significant proportion of human campylo-

bacteriosis cases worldwide (a CC includes a founding

ST and all of its single, double and triple locus var-

iants) ; and an additional 11 isolates from other STs

within CC-48. Isolates were randomly selected for the

current study from a larger bank of frozen isolates

collected during the sentinel surveillance study and

comprise totals of 45 human isolates (H or no prefix

in the figure and tables), 33 poultry isolates (P or T

prefix), four isolates from non-poultry meat (M pre-

fix), four isolates from wild-bird faeces collected in

recreational areas (R prefix), and one isolate from a

natural waterway (W prefix). As percentages of the

total number of isolates stored in the bank of frozen

isolates, the ST-474, ST-190 and ST-3809 isolates we

examined represent y15% of stored isolates from

those STs, the ST-354 and ST-2350 isolates we exam-

ined represent y33% of stored isolates from those

STs, the ST-45 isolates we examined representy10%

of the stored ST-45 isolates, the ST-38 and ST-48

isolates we examined represent y5% of stored iso-

lates from those STs, and the ST-3718 isolate we

examined is a singleton. Isolate information is pro-

vided in Tables 1 and 2, and in Supplementary Table

S1 (available in the online version of the paper).

Colonies, representing a third round of single colony

purification from an original sample, were cultured on

blood agar (Fort Richard, NZ) by microaerobic in-

cubation at 42 xC for 2 days. Chromosomal DNA was

prepared for each isolate by boiling a loop of cells for

10 min in 500 ml sterile MilliQ water. The sample was

centrifuged to remove cell debris, and the supernatant

was transferred to a fresh tube to use for binary gen-

omotyping. MLST had already been performed on

each isolate, as previously described [20], as part of

the sentinel surveillance study [22–24]. The allelic

profiles for the STs we examined together with the

relationships between the STs are shown in Table 1.

The ST for each isolate was assigned with the aid

of the Campylobacter PubMLST Database (http://

pubmlst.org/campylobacter/).

Binary genomotyping

PCR reactions for binary genomotyping were per-

formed using a set of 42 previously described LOS

gene primers that amplify genes/orfs (henceforth,

orfs) in the region waaC-waaF [17]. PCR reactions

were performed on a Bio-Rad iCycler using 3 mM final

concentration for each primer in 25 ml reaction mixes

with iTaq (Bio-Rad, USA) using the PCR cycle : 94 xC

for 3 min, 35r (94 xC for 30 s, 55 xC for 30 s, 72 xC

for 60 s), and 72 xC for 5 min. PCR reaction products

were examined by agarose gel electrophoresis and

scored as PCR-positive or PCR-negative (orf absent

or divergent). Orf2 (waaM) and orf12 (waaV) served

as positive controls. A PCR-negative result for an orf

in an isolate could mean that either the orf is absent,

or that the sequence of the targeted gene/orf in

that C. jejuni isolate is sufficiently divergent to one or

both primers used such that amplification does not

occur.

Data analysis

LOS locus classes were formally assigned using a

subset of 16 of the 42 primer pairs used for binary

genomotyping [17]. These 16 primer pairs were: a

primer pair amplifying orf12 (waaV) as a positive

control ; 12 primer pairs (orf6ab1, orf6ab2, orf7ab,

orf8ab, orf5bII, orf6c, orf7c, orf8c, orf17d, orf18df,

orf3e and orf27e) that permit assignment of LOS lo-

cus classes A1, A2, B1, B2, C, D and E; and three

primer pairs (orf19df, orf16df and orf26e) that permit

assignment of LOS locus classes F and H [17]. These

primers are highlighted in bold type in Supplementary

Table S1 (available online), and the LOS locus

classification system based upon the PCR positive

and PCR negative patterns for the 16 orfs is shown

in Table 3 [17].

The relationship between isolates, based on their

relative gene complement, scored as PCR-positive

or PCR-negative for each of the 42 orfs (their

Table 1. Relationships between sequence type (ST),

clonal complex (CC) and multilocus sequence typing

housekeeping gene alleles for STs examined in this

study

ST CC aspA glnA gltA glyA
glmM
(pgm) tkt

atpA
(uncA)

354 354 8 10 2 2 11 12 6
38 48 2 4 2 2 6 1 5
3609 48 2 4 12 2 7 1 5

48 48 2 4 1 2 7 1 5
474 48 2 4 1 2 2 1 5
2350 48 2 4 1 2 2 5 5
3718 48 2 4 1 4 1 1 5

190 21 2 1 5 3 2 3 5
45 45 4 7 10 4 1 7 1
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binary genomotypes), was examined by calculating

the simple matching coefficient, and constructing a

tree using the unweighted pair-group method with

arithmetic means (UPGMA) [35]. The cluster analysis

was performed using BioNumerics (Applied Maths

Inc., Belgium).

Table 2. Lipooligosaccharide locus classes and binary genomotypes assigned to isolates from poultry-associated

sequence types (STs)

Isolate* ST CC LLC BG Isolate ST CC LLC BG

H231 354 354 U 16 P238b-C2 474 48 B2E 4

H238 354 354 U 16 P249b-C1 474 48 B2 6
H574 354 354 U 16 P258c-C1 474 48 B2 9
H603 354 354 U 15 P259d-C1 474 48 B2 9

H626 354 354 U 17 P282b-C2 474 48 B2 9
H667 354 354 D 19 P328b-C1 474 48 B2 6
P303a-C1 354 354 E 25 P489a-C1 474 48 B2 6

P414a-C1 354 354 U 16 P554b-C1 474 48 B2 6
T15-C1 354 354 E 21 W128b 474 48 B2 9
T16-C1 354 354 U 18 M123a 474 48 B2 9

T272-C1 354 354 U 15 M727a 474 48 B2 9
T551-C1 354 354 U 16 M1039b 474 48 B2 9
H220 38 48 B2 9 H304 2350 48 B2 9
P106a-C2 3609 48 B2 9 H207a 3718 48 B2 9

P135a-C2 3609 48 B2 9 H12986a 190 21 CE 35
P145a-C2 3609 48 B2 9 H12172 190 21 CE 34
P157a-C2 3609 48 B2 9 H75 190 21 C 30

H17601a 48 48 B2 9 H127 190 21 C 30
H16956 48 48 B2 9 H787 190 21 C 31
P136a-C2 48 48 B2 9 H788 190 21 C 27

P140a-C2 48 48 B2 9 H791 190 21 CE 34
H73020 474 48 B2 13 M1272a 190 21 C 32
H22082 474 48 B2E 3 P165a-C1 190 21 C 33
H31262 474 48 B2 12 P164a-C1 190 21 C 28

H71 474 48 B2 14 P165b-C1 190 21 C 29
H74 474 48 B2 7 P427a-C1 190 21 CE 34
H95 474 48 B2 7 H75250a 45 45 E 21

H80 474 48 B2 9 H76800 45 45 E 21
H123 474 48 B2E 3 H73687 45 45 H 22
H128 474 48 B2E 3 051206734 45 45 E 23

H133 474 48 B2E 3 H272 45 45 E 24
H121 474 48 B2 10 H288 45 45 EB2 5
H143 474 48 B2 9 P10b-C1b 45 45 H 26

H169 474 48 B2 9 P11b-C2 45 45 H 26
H164 474 48 B2 13 P115b-C3 45 45 U 20
H168 474 48 B2 9 P137c-C3 45 45 H 22
H319 474 48 B2 8 P133a-C3 45 45 H 22

H333 474 48 B2 9 P135b-C2 45 45 H 22
H350 474 48 B2 9 P155b-C2 45 45 H 22
H360 474 48 B2 9 R53B 45 45 E 23

H492 474 48 B2 11 R48D 45 45 E 23
H676 474 48 B2 11 R3 45 45 E 23
P110b-C1 474 48 B2E 1 R5a 45 45 E 23

P170c-C1 474 48 B2E 2

CC, Clonal complex; LLC, lipooligosaccharide locus class ; BG, binary genomotype.
* Isolate designations : H or no prefix, isolates sourced from human clinical cases ; P or T prefix, isolates sourced from retail
poultry ; M prefix, isolates sourced from retail beef or lamb; R prefix, isolates sourced from wild-bird faeces collected in

recreational areas ; W prefix, isolate sourced from an environmental waterway; C1–C3, poultry companies 1–3.
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RESULTS

Assignment of LOS locus classes

We used amplification of orf12 (waaV, positive con-

trol) in conjunction with amplification of the 16 orfs

highlighted in boldface in Supplementary Table S1,

representing orfs from LOS locus classes A1, A2, B1,

B2, C, D, E, F and H [17], to assign LOS classes to

87 New Zealand C. jejuni isolates sourced from en-

vironmental waters, retail poultry, retail beef or lamb,

wild-bird faeces collected from recreational areas,

and from human clinical campylobacteriosis cases

(Table 2, Supplementary Table S1). The MLST alleles

corresponding to the STs examined in this study are

shown in Table 1.

All non-ST-474 isolates we examined from CC-48,

and most ST-474 isolates, were assigned to LOS locus

class B2 (Fig. 1, Table 2, Supplementary Table S1).

However, seven ST-474 isolates were assigned to LOS

locus class B2E to show that those seven isolates were

also PCR-positive for a group of LOS locus class E

orfs while retaining their LOS locus class B orfs. We

examined retail poultry isolates from two poultry

companies and assigned LOS locus classes B2 and

B2E to isolates from both companies.

All ST/CC-45 isolates we examined from wild-bird

faeces were assigned to LOS locus class E. We exam-

ined seven ST/CC-45 isolates from three poultry

companies, with six of seven isolates from companies

1–3 being assigned to LOS locus class H, while

the remaining isolate from company 3 could not be

assigned to a LOS locus class (Fig. 1, Table 2,

Supplementary Table S1). Four of six ST-45 isolates

we examined from human clinical cases were assigned

to LOS locus class E (H75250a, H76800, H051206734

and H272), one was assigned to LOS locus class H

(H73687), and one was assigned to LOS locus class

EB2 (H288) to show that it was also PCR-positive for

a group of LOS locus class B2 orfs.

All ST-190/CC-21 isolates we examined were as-

signed to either LOS locus class C or to a LOS

locus class C variant that we designated CE to show

that those isolates were also PCR-positive for ad-

ditional orfs, primarily from LOS locus class E (Fig. 1,

Table 2, Supplementary Table S1). We observed both

LOS locus classes C and CE in poultry and human

isolates.

We were able to assign two poultry isolates from

ST/CC-354 to LOS locus class E (P303 and T15), and

an isolate from a human clinical case to LOS locus

class D (H667). While the remaining nine ST/CC-354

isolates we examined could not be assigned to a

specific LOS locus class [17], with orf17d being PCR-

negative (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table S1), these

remaining isolates are most closely related to LOS

locus class F.

Binary genomotyping with LOS genes

While assignment of LOS locus classes alone captured

broad patterns of relative gene complement for iso-

lates within CC-48, ST/CC-45 and ST-190/CC-21,

it did not capture all information available across

all 42 orfs we examined. Furthermore, only three of

12 ST/CC-354 isolates we examined could be assigned

to a formal LOS locus class.

The full PCR-positive or PCR-negative results

(gene complement) for each orf for all isolates ex-

amined, together with each isolates assigned numeri-

cal binary genomotype, are shown in Figure 1 and in

Supplementary Table S1. Figure 1 depicts a dendro-

gram clustering all 87 isolates on the basis of their

Table 3. Assignment of lipooligosaccharide locus classes based upon PCR-assessed orf complement

LOS
locus
class o

rf
1
2

o
rf
6
a
b
1

o
rf
6
a
b
2

o
rf
7
a
b

o
rf
8
a
b

o
rf
5
b
II

o
rf
6
c

o
rf
7
c

o
rf
8
c

o
rf
1
7
d

o
rf
1
8
d
f

o
rf
3
e

o
rf
2
7
e

o
rf
1
9
d
f

o
rf
1
6
d
f

o
rf
2
6
e

A1 + + x + + x x x x x x x x x x x
A2 + x + + + x x x x x x x x x x x
B1 + + x + + + x x x x x x x x x x
B2 + x + + + + x x x x x x x x x x
C + x x x x x + + + x x x x x x x
D + x x x x x x x x + + x x + + x
E + x x x +/x x x x x x x + + x x +
F + x x x x x x x x x + x x + + x
H + x x x x x x x x x x + + x x x
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Isolate ST CC LLC BG
P110b 474 48 B2E 1
P170c 474 48 B2E 2
22082 474 48 B2E 3
H123 474 48 B2E 3
H128 474 48 B2E 3
H133 474 48 B2E 3
P238b 474 48 B2E 4
H228 45 45 EB2 5
P249b 474 48 B2 6
P328b 474 48 B2 6
P489a 474 48 B2 6
P554b 474 48 B2 6
H74 474 48 B2 7
H95 474 48 B2 7
H319 474 48 B2 8
16956 48 48 B2 9
17601a 48 48 B2 9
H143 474 48 B2 9
H168 474 48 B2 9
H169 474 48 B2 9
H207a 3718 48 B2 9
H220 38 48 B2 9
H304 2350 48 B2 9
H333 474 48 B2 9
H350 474 48 B2 9
H360 474 48 B2 9
H80 474 48 B2 9
M1039b 474 48 B2 9
M123a 474 48 B2 9
M727a 474 48 B2 9
P106a 3609 48 B2 9
P135a 3609 48 B2 9
P136a 48 48 B2 9
P140a 48 48 B2 9
P145a 3609 48 B2 9
P157a 3609 48 B2 9
P258c 474 48 B2 9
P259d 474 48 B2 9
P282b 474 48 B2 9
W128b 474 48 B2 9
H121 474 48 B2 10
H492 474 48 B2 11
H626 474 48 B2 11
31262a 474 48 B2 12
73020 474 48 B2 13
H164 474 48 B2 13
H71 474 48 B2 14
H603 354 354 U 15
T272 354 354 U 15
H231 354 354 U 16
H238 354 354 U 16
H574 354 354 U 16
P414a 354 354 U 16
T551 354 354 U 16
H626 354 354 U 17
T16 354 354 U 18
H667 354 354 D 19
P115b 45 45 U 20
75250a 45 45 E 21
76800 45 45 E 21
T15 354 354 E 21
73687 45 45 H 22
P133a 45 45 H 22
P135b 45 45 H 22
P137c 45 45 H 22
P155b 45 45 H 22
051206734 45 45 E 23
R3 45 45 E 23
R48D 45 45 E 23
R53B 45 45 E 23
R5a 45 45 E 23
H272 45 45 E 24
P303a 354 354 E 25
P10b 45 45 H 26
P11b 45 45 H 26
H788 190 21 C 27
P164a 190 21 C 28
P165b 190 21 C 29
H127 190 21 C 30
H75 190 21 C 30
H787 190 21 C 31
M1272a 190 21 C 32
P165a 190 21 C 33
12172 190 21 CE 34
H791 190 21 CE 34
P427a 190 21 CE 34
12986a 190 21 CE 35

2fro
21fro

fb3fro
ba4fro

1ba5fro
2ba5fro
1ba6fro

2ba6fro
ba7fro
ba8fro
ba9fro
ba01fro
ba11fr o

IIb5fro
c3fro
c4fro
c41fro

c51fro
c6fro
c7fro
c8fro
c9fro

c01/c5fro
c61fro
d 71fr o

fd81fro
fd91fro
fd02fro
fd61fro

e3fr o
e22fro

e 32fr o
e52fro
e62fro
e72fro
e82fro
e92 fro
e 03 fr o
e13fro
e23fro

33
e

fro
e43fro10

0

9080706050

Fig. 1. Dendrogram generated using simple matching UPGMA clustering all isolates on the basis of their LOS orf comp-
lement. Black box, PCR-positive for that orf ; white box, PCR-negative for that orf. H or no prefix within isolate desig-
nations, isolates sourced from human clinical cases ; P or T prefix, isolates sourced from retail poultry ; R prefix, isolates

sourced from wild-bird faeces in recreational areas ; M prefix, isolates sourced from cattle or sheep meat ; W prefix, isolates
sourced from environmental water sources. LLC, Lipooligosaccharide locus class ; BG, numerical binary genomotype.
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gene complement, and a numerical binary genomo-

type was assigned to each unique gene complement

according to the first record of each unique gene

complement in Figure 1. Table 4 summarizes the re-

lationships observed between ST, CC, LOS locus

class, source, and binary genomotype.

All isolates were PCR-positive for the two control

orfs, orf 2 (waaM) and orf12 (waaV). The dominant

feature displayed by the dendrogram for the set of

isolates we examined is that, with the exception of two

isolates from ST/CC-45 (H288 and P115b) and two

isolates from ST/CC-354 (T15 and P303a), all other

isolates cluster to at least the ST/CC level, with iso-

lates from each ST/CC having related binary geno-

motype(s). The four exceptions show patterns of gene

loss and/or gain that result in alternative cluster re-

lationships. Thus, ST/CC-45 isolate H288 clusters

with a group of ST-474/CC-48 isolates because it was

PCR-positive for a group of LOS locus class B2 orfs

in addition to the LOS locus class E/H orfs typical of

other ST/CC-45 isolates. Conversely, the ST-474/CC-

48 isolates that H288 clusters with were PCR-positive

for a group of LOS locus class E orfs in addition to

the LOS locus class B2 orfs typical of other ST-474/

CC-48 isolates. The second anomalous ST/CC-45

isolate, P115b, clusters with ST/CC-354 isolates

because it is PCR-negative for all the ST/CC-45-

characteristic LOS locus class E/H orfs, and PCR-

positive for some ST/CC-354 characteristic orfs. Both

anomalous ST/CC-354 isolates (T15 and P303a) that

cluster with ST/CC-45 isolates are PCR-negative

for all their ST/CC-354 characteristic orfs and PCR-

positive for LOS locus class E-characteristic orfs.

Of the 46 CC-48 isolates we examined, 44 isolates

were PCR-positive for a characteristic, extended set of

ten LOS locus class B2 orfs (orf3bf, orf4ab, orf5ab2,

orf6ab2, orf7ab–orf11ab, orf5bII), and were also

PCR-positive for orf3c (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table

S1). The two exceptions, human isolates H73020 and

H164, were both PCR-negative for orf4ab and orf3c.

While the majority (54%) of CC-48 isolates, and all

non-ST-474 isolates within CC-48, were PCR-positive

for only the ten LOS locus class B-characteristic

orfs and orf3c, 14 of 35 ST-474 isolates were also

PCR-positive for one or more LOS locus class

E-characteristic orfs (orf3e–orf34e), and a partially

overlapping set of 13 ST-474 isolates were PCR-

positive for orf20df. Most prominent of these is a

sub-cluster of five isolates, comprising four human

isolates (H22082, H123, H128, H133), and a retail

poultry isolate from company 2 (P238b), that were

PCR-positive for a group of ten LOS locus class

Table 4. Summary data showing the relationships between sequence type

(ST), clonal complex (CC), lipooligosaccharide (LOS) locus class and

binary genomotype for isolates examined in this study

ST CC
LOS locus
class

No. of
isolates Source(s)* Binary genomotype(s)

354 354 U (F-related) 9 H, P, T 15, 16, 17, 18

D 1 H 19
E 2 P, T 21, 25

38 48 B2 1 H 9
3609 48 B2 4 P 9

48 48 B2 4 H, P 9
474 48 B2 28 H, P, W, M 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

B2E 7 H, P 1, 2, 3, 4

2350 48 B2 1 H 9
3718 48 B2 1 H 9
190 21 C 8 H, P 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33

CE 4 H, P 34, 35
45 45 E 8 H, R 21, 23, 24

EB2 1 H 5
H 7 H, P 22, 26

U 1 P 20

* Source abbreviations : H, isolates sourced from human clinical cases ; P or T,
isolates sourced from retail poultry ; M, isolates sourced from retail beef or lamb;
R, isolates sourced from wild bird faeces collected in recreational areas ; W, isolate

sourced from an environmental waterway.
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E-characteristic orfs (orf3e–orf27e and orf29e–

orf32e), but PCR-negative for orf28e. Two further

retail poultry isolates from company 1, P110b and

P170c, were PCR-positive for subgroups of six and

eight LOS locus class E-characteristic orfs, respect-

ively, but could be further distinguished from the five-

isolate sub-cluster by being PCR-positive for orf28e.

ST/CC-45 isolates sourced from wild-bird faeces

collected from recreational areas displayed a single

binary genomotype (BG 23), while isolates from hu-

man clinical cases and poultry displayed five and three

binary genomotypes respectively (Fig. 1, Supplemen-

tary Table S1). Of the three poultry binary genomo-

types, the first (BG 26) was seen in isolates from

companies 1 and 2 (P10b and P11b), the second (BG

20) in a single isolate from company 3 (isolate P115b),

and the third (BG 22) in two isolates from each of

companies 2 and 3. All ST/CC-45 isolates we exam-

ined from wild-bird faeces were PCR-positive for

orf15c and orf26e, while all isolates we examined from

retail poultry were PCR-negative for orf15c and

orf26e. The binary genomotype of human isolate

H051206734 (BG 23) was identical to that of the four

isolates from wild-bird faeces (R3, R48D, R53B and

R5a), suggesting that infection could have been ac-

quired following contact with wild-bird faeces. In

contrast, the binary genomotype of human isolate

H73687 (BG 22) was identical to that of four poultry

isolates (P133a, P135b, P137c and P155b), so was

most likely acquired from a retail poultry source.

Assignment of the most likely source was more

equivocal for four additional human ST/CC-45 iso-

lates, H75250a, H76800, H272 and H288. While iso-

lates H75250a and H76800 cluster most closely in

Figure 1 with ST/CC-45 poultry isolates, albeit as a

discrete sub-cluster, and H288 (BG 5) clusters with

ST-474 isolates, each of the four isolates was, in

common with the wild-bird isolates, PCR-positive for

orf26e. The presence or absence of orf26e also dis-

tinguishes between LOS locus classes E (orf26e pres-

ent) and H (orf26e absent). Thus, all ST/CC-45

isolates from wild-bird faeces were assigned to LOS

locus class E while, with the exception of isolate

P115b (which could not be assigned), all ST/CC-45

isolates from retail poultry were assigned to LOS lo-

cus class H. Each of H051206734, H75250a, H76800

and H272 was assigned to LOS locus class E. The

presence of LOS locus class E-characteristic orfs

in ST/CC-45 isolate H288 was complicated by the

presence of an additional group of LOS locus class B2

orfs.

ST-190/CC-21 isolates all display a core binary

genomotype comprising orfs characteristic of LOS

locus class C (orf3c-orf16c), but display significant

mosaicism in gene complement on an isolate by iso-

late basis (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table S1). Two dis-

tinct clusters of ST-190/CC-21 isolates were observed.

The smaller cluster, including three human isolates

and a poultry isolate, is characterized by the common

LOS locus class C orfs, together with orf19df–orf28e.

The second, larger, eight-isolate cluster also includes

both poultry and human isolates, and is characterized

by the common LOS locus class C orfs, and only

those orfs for strain H787, plus a small number of

additional orfs, principally one or more of orf20df,

orf3e and orf22e, which are in common with the

smaller, four-isolate cluster.

All but two isolates we examined from ST/CC-354

were PCR-positive for a common core of five orfs

(orf3bf, orf3c, orf18df, orf19df and orf20df), with

some isolates displaying additional, limited mosai-

cism beyond the five-orf core (Fig. 1, Supplementary

Table S1). However, two ST/CC-354 isolates (T15

and P303a) were PCR-negative for the five-orf core,

and were instead PCR-positive for LOS locus class

E orfs and, consequently, clustered with ST/CC-45

isolates.

DISCUSSION

In the current study we adopted a PCR-based ap-

proach to binary genomotyping, assessing LOS gene

complement by scoring the full set of 42 well charac-

terized LOS orfs described by Parker et al. [17] as

either PCR-positive (orf present) or PCR-negative

(orf absent or divergent). We also assigned LOS locus

classes based upon a subgroup of 16 of the same orfs

[17]. We applied this method to isolates from pre-

dominant poultry-associated STs (ST-474, ST-354,

ST-45 and ST-190) identified in human clinical cam-

pylobacteriosis cases during the course of a sentinel

surveillance study conducted from 2005 to 2008 in

the Manawatu District of the lower North Island of

New Zealand [22–24]. We determined that C. jejuni

isolates indistinguishable on the basis of MLST can

be distinguished on the basis of variation in their

LOS orf complement and that these differences in orf

complement can convey epidemiologically useful in-

formation.

We observed several instances of possible orf loss

and/or gain. For example, while most ST/CC-354

isolates examined were PCR-positive for a common
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core of five orfs (orf3bf, orf3c, orf18df, orf19df and

orf 20df), two ST/CC-354 isolates (T15 and P303a)

were PCR-negative for the five orfs, and were

instead PCR-positive for LOS locus class E orfs and,

consequently, clustered with ST/CC-45 isolates. This

suggests that T15 and P303a have lost the core

ST/CC-354 specific orfs and acquired a set of LOS

locus class E orfs. We also observed several instances

in which some isolates were PCR-positive for ST/CC

characteristic orfs, but were also PCR-positive for

additional orfs. For example, ST/CC-45 isolate H288

clusters with a group of ST-474/CC-48 isolates be-

cause it was PCR-positive for a group of LOS locus

class B2 orfs in addition to the LOS locus class E/H

orfs typical of other ST/CC-45 isolates. While this

may indicate that H288 has acquired a set of LOS

locus class B2 orfs resulting in a mosaic LOS locus,

and although the DNA sample for H288 and other

similar examples was prepared after a third round of

single colony purification, we are not able to exclude

the possibility that the C. jejuni colony was mixed,

containing, in this example, both ST-474 and ST-45

strains. Nevertheless, Parker et al. [16] have pre-

viously described examples of mosaic LOS loci, so the

current study may provide additional examples of

such loci.

Most isolates we examined within CC-48 were

PCR-positive for a characteristic, extended set of ten

LOS locus class B2 orfs (orf3bf, orf4ab, orf5ab2,

orf6ab2, orf7ab–orf11ab and orf5bII), and were also

PCR-positive for orf3c. However, 40% of ST-474

isolates were also PCR-positive for one or more LOS

locus class E orfs. In this latter group of ST-474 iso-

lates were two particularly interesting sub-clusters

classified in LOS locus class B2E that showed evi-

dence for acquisition of a set of LOS locus class E

orfs : Cluster 1 (BGs 3 and 4), comprising four human

isolates and a retail poultry isolate from poultry

company 2 that were PCR-positive for a group of

ten LOS locus class E-characteristic orfs, but PCR-

negative for orf28e; and Cluster 2 (BGs 1 and 2),

comprising retail poultry isolates from company 1

that were PCR-positive for fewer LOS locus class E-

characteristic orfs, but were PCR-positive for orf28e.

Although occasionally isolated in retail poultry from

company 2, ST-474 is strongly associated with retail

poultry from company 1 [22, 24]. ST-474, along

with other poultry-associated STs, was also associ-

ated with a winter campylobacteriosis epidemic in

New Zealand in May, June, and to a lesser extent,

July 2006 [2, 22], with three of the seven ST-474 LOS

locus class B2E isolates being derived from that time

period.

Isolates within each of ST/CC-45, ST/CC-354 and

ST-190/CC-21 displayed intra-ST mosaicism in their

LOS orf complement leading to epidemiologically

useful binary genomotypes. Isolates we examined

from ST/CC-45 in particular highlight the potential

utility of LOS orf-based binary genomotyping as

an extension to standard MLST. Isolates assigned to

ST/CC-45 have been isolated from several sources in

the Manawatu District, including retail poultry and

wild-bird faeces from recreational areas, but source-

attribution models based upon MLST allelic profiles

and their prevalence in individual sources can only

assign ST/CC-45 human clinical isolates to those

sources on a probabilistic basis [22–27]. Here, binary

genomotyping provided additional evidence for as-

sociating isolates from human clinical cases to specific

sources, for example linking one human clinical iso-

late to poultry sources, and four human clinical

isolates to wild-bird sources. French et al. [36] have

recently shown that ST-45 was the most common

single ST isolated from wild-bird faecal material in

a study of children’s playgrounds in Palmerston

North, the principal city in the Manawatu District.

Furthermore, among the three binary genomotypes

we observed for ST/CC-45 poultry isolates, the first

was seen in isolates from Companies 1 and 2 (P10b

and P11b), the second in a single isolate from com-

pany 3 (isolate P115b), and the third in two isolates

from each of companies 2 and 3, suggesting that,

either transmission occurred between flocks main-

tained by these companies, or they acquired these

strains from a common source.

We observed two distinct clusters of ST-190/CC-21

isolates, the first an almost identical cluster compris-

ing three human isolates and a poultry isolate, and a

second more variable cluster, also comprising human

and poultry isolates (Fig. 1). Poultry isolates within

both clusters were sourced from retail poultry meat

from a single poultry company. We also observed

binary genomotypes in ST-190/CC-21 isolates from

human clinical cases that were not observed in poultry

isolates. ST-190/CC-21 isolates have also been ob-

tained from ruminants [22, 24], which may be an

alternative source for some of the human isolates in

the variable cluster. While we did examine a single

ST-190/CC-21 isolate from retail beef (M1272a), this

isolate clustered alongside a poultry isolate (P165a)

that did not have an identical binary genomotype, and

that was isolated from retail poultry at a different time
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and from a different retail outlet to the meat sample.

Nevertheless, clustering of these two isolates suggests

that the two host species may sometimes acquire

Campylobacter from a common environmental source.

While two isolates from ST/CC-354 were placed

in LOS locus class E, and one isolate was placed in

LOS locus class D, the remaining nine isolates (class

U) we examined could not be placed within a formal

LOS locus class. LOS locus classes D and F can be

distinguished by the presence (D) or absence (F)

of orf17d. With orf17d being PCR-negative in the

ST/CC-354 class U isolates, those isolates likely rep-

resent variants of LOS locus class F. With additional

LOS locus sequences being regularly added to the

GenBank database as components of whole-genome

sequences or as specific LOS locus sequences [16], it

may be possible to design PCR primers to formally

classify these isolates in the future.

While genome sequencing and partial genome

sequencing of C. jejuni strains has shown that the

LOS locus is hypervariable in gene complement when

considered across all strains [10–19], our data, com-

parative genomic DNA microarray data [37], and the

data from sequenced/partially sequenced strains when

considered in its ST/CC context, show that intra-ST

mosaicism in LOS gene complement observed on an

isolate by isolate level is seen alongside broader pat-

terns of congruence in gene complement that dis-

tinguish between different STs/CCs. These patterns of

congruence in gene complement at the ST/CC level

are reflected, in part, by similarities in assignment

of LOS locus class within CC-48, ST/CC-45 and

ST-190/CC-21. Indeed, consistent with our obser-

vations, a recent investigation of Belgian C. jejuni

isolates assigned CC-21 isolates primarily to LOS lo-

cus class C, CC-45 isolates primarily to LOS locus

class E, and CC-354 isolates primarily to LOS locus

class D [8]. Assignment of LOS locus classes is also

indicative of likely structural features of the LOS

produced by an isolate. Thus, the sialylated LOS lo-

cus classes A, B and C are particularly associated with

GBS and Miller–Fisher syndrome [17, 38, 39], and

were assigned to isolates within CC-48 (class B2 and

B2E) and ST-190/CC-21 (class C and CE) in the cur-

rent study. However, we have no record that any of

the human isolates we examined were derived from

patients displaying symptoms of GBS or Miller–

Fisher syndrome.

The current study demonstrates that binary geno-

motyping using PCR primer pairs that amplify a well

characterized set of 42 LOS genes/orfs [17] serves as

an epidemiologically useful extension to MLST that

captures patterns of both mosaicism and congruence

in gene complement. While this study focused on de-

veloping binary genomotyping as a method to subtype

isolates from poultry-associated STs using a broad set

of 42 LOS orfs, it is evident from our data that intra-

ST subtyping could be performed using a subset of the

42 orfs we examined, eliminating orfs that are unin-

formative for a given ST, thereby significantly reduc-

ing the cost. Furthermore, while we have assigned

numerical binary genomotypes to each unique 42-orf

pattern we observed, PCR-based binary genomotyp-

ing also lends itself to recording data in a binary,

digital format (1 for PCR positive, 0 for PCR nega-

tive). Such digital outputs create reproducible and

portable binary genomotypes that can be readily for-

matted in databases, facilitating data storage and

comparison between laboratories. Thus, PCR-based

binary genomotyping lends itself to implementation in

any PCR-capable laboratory, and offers a targeted

glimpse at the underlying genetic structure of isolates

being examined. Furthermore, becauseMLST is based

upon sequencing regions from seven housekeeping

genes, it is disconnected from effectors of isolate viru-

lence. Bacteria often utilize variation in the structure

of surface-exposed macromolecules as direct effectors

of virulence or as a mechanism to evade the host im-

mune system. Existing extensions to MLST involving

sequencing of regions within more variable genes

such as the flaA SVR, the flaB SVR and porA [29] al-

ready exploit such variation, and PCR-based binary

genomotyping assessing variations in the complement

of LOS biosynthesis genes provides an avenue for

extension of MLST additional to those three ap-

proaches.
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